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This documents describes a simple method to backup PacketS
replace any official documents, but it was always helpful for 
 
Note: Always consult official Release Notes, as backup and re
 
Environment of this Scenario: 
 

- Notebook (192.168.10.32) running also FTP Server 
- PacketShaper 1550 with 6.1.2g2 (192.168.10.152) 
- Notebook and PacketShaper are connected via Switch

 

Save Settings 
Important: Before you upgrade to PacketWise 6.2, make sur
capture command. The resulting CMD file can be used to res
during upgrading or if you want to revert back to a previous v
 

1. Connect to PacketShaper either with console or telne
 

2. Run command setup capture complete <filename> 
 

 
 

Transfer configuration files  
 

1. Verify that your client workstation has network acces
 
2. At your notebook command line (e.g., MS-DOS promp

will be stored. Make sure that the directory name ide
file stored therein can be used to recover the unit. I 
Hostname for unique identification  
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haper configuration. It’s not my intension to 
me to have some cheat sheets available.  

store may differ from version to version. 

 on the same subnet 

e you capture your settings with the setup 
tore your configuration if a problem occurs 
ersion. 

t. 

 

s to the Packeteer  

t), create a directory where the backup files 
ntifies the specific unit so that the basic.cfg 
always use PacketShapers Serial Number and 
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3. To obtain PacketShaper’s Serial Number, telnet into the box and type on the CLI “ver ver” to get it 

 

 
 
4. Go to the newly created directory  

 

 
 

 
5. FTP into the box (in my case, the IP Address of the PacketShaper is 192.168.10.152 

 

 
 
 

6. To go to the unit’s flash drive directory where the configuration files are stored, type cd cfg 
 

 
 
 
Note: 9.256 refers to Flash, while 9.258 refers to harddisk 
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7. To transfer the config.ldi from the unit to your local drive, enter following commands at FTP-Prompt 
 
  ascii (to go into ASCII mode) 
  get config.ldi (to copy the file) 
 

  
 
 

8. To transfer the other configuration files (such as settings.cfg and basic.cfg), enter 
 

 bin (to go into binary mode) 
  get settings.cfg (to copy the file) 
 get basic.cfg (to copy the file) 
 

  
 
 

9. Backup CMD File, you have created at the first place und “SAVE SETTINGS”. This is a fallback 
solution, if the upgrade does not work properly and you have to revert to previous version. 
 

 
  
Here are my backups on local harddisk 
 

                              

 


